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                            Intel® Movidius™ VPUs enable demanding computer vision and AI workloads with efficiency. By coupling highly parallel programmable compute with workload-specific AI hardware acceleration in a unique architecture that minimizes data movement, Movidius VPUs achieve a balance of power efficiency, and compute performance.
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Features and Benefits of PCs with Intel® Movidius™ VPU
 
Designed to accelerate Artificial Intelligence (AI) workloads on your PC, improving system responsiveness, efficiency and AI compute performance. Available on select 13th Gen Intel® Core™ Processor powered devices, the VPU will enable new Windows Studio effects that provide high quality background blur, eye contact, and automatic framing for collaboration and streaming applications. These effects can easily be applied system-wide through Windows Settings to provide consistent video effects for all apps that use the integrated camera.
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Intel® Movidius™ VPU with IoT
 
The VPU technology enables intelligent cameras, edge servers and AI appliances with deep neural network and computer vision based applications in areas such as visual retail, security and safety, and industrial automation.
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